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Goal of this lecture and the hands-on

• Understand the origin of the uncertainties in multi-stage simulation.

• Importance of prior.

• Technical tools to perform Bayesian analysis on complex models.

• How to understand the results / validation.

• What to improve in the future?
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High-energy nuclear collisions – “the little bang”

[C. Shen u.osu.edu/vishnu/physics/]

Characterize properties of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) from

highly-dynamical nuclear collisions is similar to problems in

cosmology – “the big bang”

• A multi-scale problem with phase transitions.

• We can only observe the final states.

• Known & unknown uncertainties in theory & experiments.

• Aims to simultaneous understand both initial conditions &

dynamics.
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Bayesian methodology: a shift of the paradigm in asking questions

With so many unknowns, how to draw statistically robust conclusion from the data?

P(xtrue|M, yexp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Posterior

=

Likelihood︷ ︸︸ ︷
L(yexp|M, xtrue)

Prior︷ ︸︸ ︷
P0(xtrue)∫

L(x)P0(x)dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
Normalization (evidence)

Marginalize over nuisance parameters P(x∗) =
∫
P(x∗, x̄)dx̄ , x

• x∗ interested parameters, e.g., η/s

• x̄ nuisance parameters: not interest at this time, but essential part of model and not well

constrained, e.g., initial conditions.
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Proved to be a powerful tool in characterizing QGP

• 2000–2004: Theoretical estimations of η/s, q̂, ...

• 2006–2013: Start of phenomenological extraction with viscous hydro: (η/s)eff = 1− 2.

• 2013–: Bayesian analysis, uncertainty propagation, η/s, EoS, initial conditions.

• 2016–: T -dependent shear & bulk viscosity.

• 2017–: Application to heavy-flavor (Ds) and later to jet sector (q̂).

• 2020–: Refined model and workflow, model averaging, differential observables...
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Rigorous statistical procedure is necessary to make progress

Constraining QCD EoS

PRL114(2015)202301

Extract QGP viscosity

Nat.Phys.15(2019)111365

PRL126(2021)242301

PRC97(2018)014907

Jet transport parameter

PRC 104 (2021) 024905

Parton densities,

PRD96(2017)014015
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Outline

Uncertainties in the JETSCAPE multi-stage model (bulk medium)

Bayesian analysis workflow for a complex model

Model emulators & dimensional reduction

Results from the JETSCAPE Bayesian analysis

The importance of the prior

Validation: how much do we trust the results

Summary and Hands-on session
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Uncertainties in the JETSCAPE

multi-stage model (bulk medium)



JETSCAPE multi-stage models of medium evolution in AA

[https://jetscape.org/sims/ with links to each module]

• τ ∼ R
γ → 0+

• γ � 1, neglect slow dynamics in

each nucleus.

• Geometric energy deposition

model with TRENTo

[PRC92(2015)011901]

Energy deposition at ηs = 0 is a local function of participant thicknesses TA(xT ),TB(xT ):

de(τ = 0+, xT )

d2xTdηs
= F [TA(xT ),TB(xT )], TA,B =

∫ ∞
−∞

ρpart.
A,B (xT , z)dz
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TRENTo parametrized a class of energy deposition ansatz

TRENTo: A continuous parameter

that interpolates a class of energy

deposition ansatz with different

geometry / eccentricity.

e(x , y) ∝
[
TA(x , y)p + T p

B(x , y)

2

]1/p

[Slide credit to JS Moreland]
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JETSCAPE program envelope and its multistage soft physics package

[https://jetscape.org/sims/ with links to each module]

• Free-streaming model

(collisionless Boltzmann eq.

[PRC91(2015)064906])

• Fast longitudinal expansion 1/τ

dominate over any relaxization

(0+ < τ < τR)

p · ∂f (t, x ; p) = 0

• From initial condition T ττ
TRENTo(xT , τ = 0+) to the free-streamed Tµν(xT , τ = τfs), which

initializes hydrodynamic equations.

• Smear out energy distribution and generate initial flow.
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Example: early-time dynamics

• Assume τfs depends on the characteristic energy density 〈ε〉 of

an event

〈ε〉 =

∫
e2(~x)d2~x∫
e(~x)d2~x

• Free-streaming time of an event determined by a

two-parameter ansatz: τfs = τR (〈ε〉/e0)α.

• Affects initial flow, multiplicity and particle’s mean transverse

momentum.
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JETSCAPE program envelope and its multistage soft physics package

[https://jetscape.org/sims/ with links to each module]

• τfs < τ and e(τ, xT ) > ed

• Pressure driven hydrodynamic

expansion. This is the key stage

of modelling (see Lipei’s lecture

on Jul 27).

• Directly take inputs of the QGP

EoS, η/s, ζ/s, and second order

transport coefficients.
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https://jetscape.org/sims/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1162218/contributions/4881426/attachments/2445210/4268306/Hydro%20-%20Lecture%20-%20L%20Du.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1162218/contributions/4881426/attachments/2445210/4268306/Hydro%20-%20Lecture%20-%20L%20Du.pdf


Sensitivity of vn to shear viscosity

10 fm

Idea
l

η/s=0.2

100 200 300 350
Temperature [MeV]

τ= 1 fm/c

2 fm/c 3 fm/c 5 fm/c

[Fig credit to JE Bernhard]
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Sensitivity of 〈pT 〉 to bulk viscosity

• Slow down the system that radially expands.

• Reduces the average velocity of particles → reduced mean

transverse momentum 〈pT 〉.
• Affects hadron chemistry (mass-dependent correction).

• See Julia’s lecture on July 26 for a review of bulk

observables.
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/1162218/contributions/4881430/attachments/2445212/4267771/Velkovska_JETSCAPE_2022.pdf


JETSCAPE program envelope and its multistage soft physics package

[https://jetscape.org/sims/ with links to each module]

• When T approaches the

pseudo-critical temperature Tc , a

rapid change of d.o.f. via

hadronization suddenly decreases

the interaction rates.

• Hydrodynamic expansion starts

to breakdown.

• Do particlization: convert the energy-momentum tensor Tµν(τ, x) and conserved currents

Jµ(τ, x) to hadron ensembles fi (t, x ; , p), i = π,K , p, · · · .
• No unique way to perform the conversion due to the loss of information.
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No unique way from T µν back to fi(t, x ; p)

• Tµν
id + πµν −∆µνΠ =⇒ feq + δf . Ideal part is easy: feq(p;T , u) = 1

ep·u(x)/T (x)+ai
.

• Viscous part relies on detailed assumptions, for examples:

• Grad 14-moment expansion: δf = feq f̄eq
{
Aππ

µνp〈µpν〉 + Π(ATm
2
i + AE (p · u)2)

}
• 1st-order Chapman-Enskog solution to a single-timescale RTA Boltzmann equation.

δf = feq f̄eq

{
πµνp

〈µpν〉

2βπ(p · u)T
+

Π

βΠ

(
F(p · u)

T 2
− ∆µνp

µpν

3(p · u)T

)}
• Pratt-Torrieri-Bernhard/McNelis approaches: deform & rescale the equilibrium distribution

feq + δf = Zfeq
(

[(1 +
Π

3βΠ
)δij + πij ]pj ,T + β−1

Π ΠF
)

All choices reproduce πij ,Π, but have different momentum and mass dependence in δf .

A discrete type of model choice uncertainty. Can be marginalized with Bayesian Model

Averaging (BMA).
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JETSCAPE program envelope and its multistage soft physics package

[https://jetscape.org/sims/ with links to each module]

• Use kinetic approach to describe

the dynamics of the “dilute”

hadronic system.

• SMASH (see Jan’s lecture on

Jul 27).

• No parameters are varied.
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/1162218/contributions/4881425/attachments/2445211/4270516/Transport%20Lecture%20JS%20Summer%20School%202022.pdf


Unknown uncertainties: model imperfections

A simple example (not an exercise, but you are encouraged to try it out):

Try to extract parameter a, b using a model y = a + bx

while the truth is y = a + bx + cx2 + · · · .

In general, it is hard to estimate unknown effects. Two types of solution:

• “Guess” the imperfections and marginalize [e.g. 1804.06469, p118] (not in exercises).

• Assume the relative model uncertainty is σ with some prior distribution P(σ) = σN0e−σ/σ0 .

• Marginalize over the value of σ.

• Keep improving models (including cx2 in the analysis)!
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Bayesian analysis workflow for a

complex model



The multi-stage evolution model is a complex model

• Involves 10 ∼ 20 parameters (depends on parametrizations of η/s(T ) and ζ/s(T )).

• > 100 data points at Pb-Pb@2.76 TeV alone + other systems and colliding energies

• Computationally intensive: to evaluate observables with a single set of parameters.

• O(103) CPU hours for a few-thousand minimum-bias events to compute Nch, vn, · · · .

• More CPU hours for more intricate observables, such as multi-particle cumulants.
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The conceptual workflow of a Bayesian analysis

• Certainly not doable if every evaluation

takes thousands CPU hours.

• Use machine learning tools to speed up (

Irene & Simon’s lectures on Aug 02)

• Model emulator

• Data reduction

• MCMC

Parameter space (x)

(with prior knowledge)

Model

Prediction y(x)

Bayes theorem

Posterior ∝ Likilihood × Prior

Experiments

Posterior

O(103)h per

evaluation
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Build fast surrogate model (emulators) to predict observables

Parameter space (x)

(with prior knowledge)
Emulator: fast prediction of y

given “arbitrary” x by training

on finite dataset {xi, y(xi)}
A finite set of model

prediction {xi, y(xi)}

Prediction

Bayes theorem

Posterior ∝ Likilihood × Prior

Experiments

Posterior
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Gaussian process emulators

A 2D Gaussian with zero mean and

σ =

[
1 0.5

0.5 1

]

off-diagonal controls how correlated (how close)

the two output are.
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Gaussian process emulators

A 3D Gaussian with zero mean and

σ =

 1 0.5 0

0.5 1 0.5

0 0.5 1
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Gaussian process emulators

A 5D Gaussian with zero mean and

σ =


1 0.7 0.5 0.3 0

0.7 1 0.7 0.5 0.3

0.5 0.7 1 0.7 0.5

0.3 0.5 0.7 1 0.7

0 0.3 0.5 0.7 1
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Gaussian process emulators

A 20D Gaussian with zero mean and

σ(xi , xj) = σ2
0 exp

{
− (xi − xj)

2

2L2

}
N → inf: Random functions with given variance

and correlation length. (Or, 1D field with given

1-point and 2-point function)
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Gaussian process emulators

Suppose we want to “interpolate” three points

with some tolerance (black bars). Then, just

select the subset of random functions that come

close to these points.

→ an ensemble of random function forms a prob-

abilistic inference of the underlying relation y(x).
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Gaussian process emulators

Test on 1D scalar function y(x).

All these can be formulated with tools of multi-
variate normal:[

y(x ′)

y(x)

]
= N

(
µ = 0,

[
K(x ′, x ′) K(x ′, x)

K(x , x ′) K(x , x)

])

Condition y(x) on the training data y(xi ) = yi

P(y(x ′)|y(xi ) = yi ) = N (µ, σ)

µ = K(x ′, xi )K
−1(xi , xj )y(xj ),

σ = K(x ′, x ′)− K(x ′, xi )K
−1(xi , xj )K(xj , x

′))

Interpolate points from unknown functions with

uncertainty quantification y(x ′) = µ(x ′)±σ(x ′)

At higher dimension, the interpolation

uncertainty cant dominate the analysis!
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Gaussian process emulators

Easy generalization to scalar function with N-

dim input y(~x).

All these can be formulated with tools of multi-
variate normal:[

y(x ′)

y(x)

]
= N

(
µ = 0,

[
K(x ′, x ′) K(x ′, x)

K(x , x ′) K(x , x)

])

Condition y(x) on the training data y(xi ) = yi

P(y(x ′)|y(xi ) = yi ) = N (µ, σ)

µ = K(x ′, xi )K
−1(xi , xj )y(xj ),

σ = K(x ′, x ′)− K(x ′, xi )K
−1(xi , xj )K(xj , x

′))

Interpolate points from unknown functions with

uncertainty quantification y(x ′) = µ(x ′)±σ(x ′)

At higher dimension, the interpolation

uncertainty cant dominate the analysis!
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For computational intensive models + high-dimensional output

Parameter space (x)

(with prior knowledge)
Emulator: fast prediction of y

given “arbitrary” x by training

on finite dataset {xi, z(xi)}

Dimension reduction:

z(x) ↔ y(x), z is a new represen-

tation of y, but dimz � dim y.

High-dimensional vector output

{Nπ,NK ,Np,ET , 〈pT 〉,Nchg, v2, v3, v4, · · · }

A finite set of model

prediction {xi, y(xi)}

Prediction

Bayes theorem

Posterior ∝ Likilihood × Prior

Experiments

Posterior
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Dimensional reduction via Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Useful empirical correlations in the data:

• Tune parameter to increase the initial-state energy density, then Nπ,K ,p ↑, ET ↑, Nch ↑.
• Increasing viscosity decreases all flows v2 ↓, v3 ↓, v4 ↓.
• Given the same amount of initial energy: Nch should anti-correlate with 〈pT 〉.

Clearly, we should be able to use less effective d.o.f. to describe how observables change with

parameters.

PCA gives a systematic way to organize observables using these empirical correlations.
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PCA: use a few components from an emperical basis to represent data

• Left: correlation of v2 and
√
Nch (why do we take

√
(...)?) from

PRC91(2015)054910.

• In this case, PCs are linear combinations of v2 and
√
Nch

along the principal axis.

• Mathematically: these are linear combinations with a

transforatio matirx O that diagnolize

Ocov( ~Y , ~Y )OT = diag{λ1, λ2}, ~Y = [v2,
√
Nch]

• This does not decouple non-linear correlation. One needs to

check if the distribution resembles a multivariate Gaussian to

ensure a good performance.
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Data reduction: not all PCs are important

Importance & cumulative importance of the PCs.

In fact, many higher-order PCs are just noise from the simulation (why?).
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The final workflow of the emulator-assisted Bayesian analysis

Parameter space (x)

(with prior knowledge)
Emulator: fast prediction of y

given “arbitrary” x by training

on finite dataset {xi, z(xi)}

Inverse transforma-

tion from z(x) to y(x)

A finite set of model

prediction {xi, y(xi)}

Prediction

Bayes theorem

Posterior ∝ Likilihood × Prior

Experiments

Posterior
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Results from the JETSCAPE

Bayesian analysis



Summary of parameters and observables

Model parameters:

Initial condition N, p,w, k, d

Early time dynamics τfs,0, e0

Transport coefficients η/s, ζ/s

Particlization prescriptions

Switching temperature Tsw

Observables v.s. centrality

Transverse energy

Charged particle multiplicity

π/K/p yield

π/K/p 〈pT 〉
Flow harmonics v2, v3, v4

Charged particle 〈pT 〉 EbE fluctuation

Model

1

Calibrated emulator prediction of observables .

• Left: Pb-Pb @ 2.76 TeV

• Right: Au-Au @ 200 GeV
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The log-likelihood function

ln L =
N

2
ln(2π)− 1

2
ln |Σ| − 1

2
∆yΣ−1∆yT , ∆y = yexp − y(x;M)

Σij = δij [(δystat)2
i + (δysys,0)2

i ] + δ(ysys,∞)iδ(ysys,∞)j + δ(ysys,l)iδ(ysys,l)jc(i , j ; l)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Experimental

+ σemulator
ij ←− Interpolation uncertainty, explained later

+ σtheory
ij ←− Model/theory imperfection, not east...

Experimental uncertainty

• Zero correlation length: δystat, δysys,0 (this work & exercises).

• Infinite correlation length: δysys,∞.

• Partially correlated systematic uncertainty: δysys,l.

For more on uncertainties, see Raymond’s and Yi’s lectures tomorrow.
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Parameters to be marginalized for η/s and ζ/s

• Constrained initial condition.

• Free-streaming time.

• Impact of different particlization

model.
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Constrained initial condition

• Data highly favors e(x , y ; p ≈ 0) ∝
√
TA(x , y)TB(x , y)

consistent with early analysis.

• Numerically similar to EKRT model (pQCD+saturation

physics) [PRC 93, 024907 (2016)].

• Wounded nucleon model, and KLN model (also

saturation based) is disfavored.

• Note that
√
sTATB is the center of mass energy density

of the local nuclear matter TA,TB
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Free-streaming time

• When marginalized over all other parameters, no

significant energy dependence can be quoted.

• This is ok, we don’t expect all features of modelling

can be constrained, but it is important to propagate

their uncertainty.

• Typical free-stream time correlates with different choices

of particlization schemes.
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Different particalize models: which assumption is preferred by data?

This is mainly caused by the ability to simultaneously describe π,K , p multiplicities.

[JETSCAPE Collaboration, Phys.Rev.C 103 (2021) 5, 054904]

• The Grad and CE-RTA method prefers quite different transition temperature.

• CE-RTA produce too many protons relative to pions.
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Different particalization models: which assumption is preferred by data?

Bayes factor for comparing model “a” and “b”: ratio of evidence

BMa/Mb
=

P(yexp|Ma)

P(yexp|Mb)

P(yexp|M) =

∫
Likilihood(yexp|M, xM)Prior(xM)dxM , for M = Ma,Mb.

[JETSCAPE Collaboration, Phys.Rev.C 103

(2021) 5, 054904]

[Interpretation: Robert E. Kass & Adrian E. Raftery (1995)]

e.g. the Grad method (momentum expansion) is substantially

favored over the CE solution of RTA.
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Marginalize different particalization models with Bayesian model averaging

For a list of models {Mi}, the BMA posterior is the superposition of individual posteriors

weighted by the respective evidence.

PBMA(x |yexp, {Mi}) =
∑
i

P(x |yexp,Mi )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Posterior for model “i”

× P(yexp|Mi )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Evidnece of model ‘i”
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Posterior of QGP viscosity from BMA

Bands are credible 90% interval [JETSCAPE Collaboration,

Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 24, 242301]

• After model averaging (orange

bands), the BMA posterior is

dominated by the one with the

highest evidence (Grad

expansion).

• Maximized sensitivity in the T

region slight above the transition

temperature.

• We are very certain that QGP has finite ζ/s.
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The importance of the prior



The importance of the prior
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The JETSCAPE analysis used a flexible paramerization

• Four-parameter each for η/s(T ) and ζ/s(T ).

• The bulk viscosity does not have to be symmetric with respect to Tζ .

• Shear does not necessarily approach minimum at Tc , and is allowed to decrease above Tc .
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Compare to earlier analysis with reduced prior

150 200 250 300
Temperature [MeV]

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

/s

1/4

Shear viscosity

Posterior median
90% credible region

150 200 250 300
Temperature [MeV]

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

/s

Bulk viscosity

[JE. Bernhard, JS Moreland & SA. Bass, Nature

Physics 15, 1113 (2019)]

Reduce to a similar prior as the earlier work in 2019 .

• Energy-independent free-stream time.

• Less parameter in η/s and ζ/s and reduced range.

• Calibrate to LHC data only.

A reduced/restricted set up seem to recover the smaller ζ/s and stronger T -dependence in η/s

found in 2019. Prior is very important, especially in regions less contrained by data
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Quantify the information gain relative to prior

• Note that we don’t really learn anything new (compare to prior) at high temperature.

• To quantify this information gain, we use the “Kullback–Leibler divergence” (KL

divergence, DKL) to measure the functional distance between two distributions P1 and P2

DKL(P1‖P2) ≡
∫

dxP1(x) ln
P1(x)

P2(x)
, we take P1 =Posterior, P2 =Prior.

• If DKL = 0, then the posterior is the same as our prior belief, nothing new...

• DKL > 0 signatures information gain from experimental data.
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Quantify the information gain

• DKL(T > 0.25GeV) ≈ 0, little

sensitivity to QGP transport

properties at high T .

• Most information gain in

0.145 < T < 0.225 GeV.

Reasons?

• Medium expand very fast and spend little time in the high-temperature region.

• With fast expansion, final observable is only sensitive to an “averaged η/s”:

(η/s)eff =

∫ Tmax

Tsw
η/s(T )/TαdT∫ Tmax

Tsw
1/TαdT

[JF Paquet, SA Bass, PRC 102, 014903 (2020)]
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Validation: how much do we

trust the results



The closure test

Procedures:

• Generate pseduodata with model using a given set of parameters (truth).

• Perform Bayesian calibration on pseudodata.

• Compare the posterior to the truth, i.e., if the truth is recovered within the high-likelihood

region of the posterior.

• Iterate the above procedure to test the accuracy of the analysis for the entire parameter

space.

A validation of the entire Bayesian workflow in the “perfect-model scenario” (we will partly

perform a closure test in the exercise)
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Closure test on the extraction of QGP viscosities

We generate nine different set of pseudodata:

• Dashed line: the true answer to η/s(T )(left) and ζ/s(T ) (right).

• Blue/red bands: 90% & 60% credible region.
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Test with model imperfection

• If the model passes the closure test, then the Bayesian workflow is working.

• Suppose we take model with the Grad method of δf correction, but “nature” have the CE

solution type of δf .

• How does the truth compare with the extracted results. (exercise, if we have time, else

homework)

• Another way to understand why we need Bayesian model averaging.
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Things to be improved

• Is the prior & parametrization general enough?

• How sensitive are the results to other model choices.

• New observables for high temperature region?
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Summary and Hands-on session



Summary

• With Bayesian methodology, we can propagate model and experimental uncertainties to

interested physical quantities and extract statistical robust information.

• For complex models, machine learning techniques are necessary to make the analysis

managable.

• Data reduction with principal component analysis.

• A class of supervised learning, the Gaussian model emulator.

• An example of extracting shear and bulk viscosity using the JETSCAPE multi-stage bulk

evolution models.

• Uncertainty propagation, including different model choices.

• η/s and ζ/s are best constrained for 150 < T < 200 MeV.

• Prior distribution is extremely important, especially for functional quantities!.
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Hands-on session after the break

Goals:

• Reproduce part of the JETSCAPE bulk medium analysis

• Use Pb-Pb 2.76 TeV data and choose the grad 14-momentum δf model.

• Get familiar with PCA, GP, MCMC tools in the context of a large scale physical problem.

• Extract shear and bulk viscosities and understand the uncertainty.

• Closure test at a single validation point.
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Questions?
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Shear and bulk viscosity

[Jonah E. Bernhard, J. Scott Moreland &

Steffen A. Bass, Nature Physics volume 15,

pages 1113–1117 (2019)]

η/s = (η/s)min + (η/s)slope(T − Tc)

(
T

Tc

)(η/s)curv

ζ/s =
(ζ/s)max

1 + (T − (ζ/s)T0 )2/(ζ/s)2
width

We are not really interested what the individual

parameters in the parametrization are.

→ Marginalize over all of them and look at the 90%

credible interval of η/s(T ) and η/s(T ).

With high degree of confidence:

• QGP is strongly coupled η/s = (1 · · · 2)/(4π).

• QGP has a nonzero bulk viscosity!
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The workflow of the emulator-assisted Bayesian analysis

Parameter space (x)

(with prior knowledge)
Emulator: fast prediction of y

given “arbitrary” x by training

on finite dataset {xi, z(xi)}

Inverse transforma-

tion from z(x) to y(x)

A finite set of model

prediction {xi, y(xi)}

Prediction

Bayes theorem

Posterior ∝ Likilihood × Prior

Experiments

Posterior
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Interpolation uncertainties

Uncertainty covariance matrix Σ in the likelihood function:

ln L =
N

2
ln(2π)− 1

2
ln |Σ| − 1

2
∆yΣ−1∆yT , ∆y = yexp − y(x;M)

Σij = δij [(δystat)2
i + (δysys,0)2

i ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Experimental

+σemulator
ij ←− Interpolation uncertainty

Marginalized factors
Model parameters:

Initial condition N, p,w, k, d

Early time dynamics τfs,0, e0

Transport coefficients η/s, ζ/s

Particlization prescriptions

Switching temperature Tsw

Observables v.s. centrality

Transverse energy

Charged particle multiplicity

π/K/p yield

π/K/p 〈pT 〉
Flow harmonics v2, v3, v4

Charged particle 〈pT 〉 EbE fluctuation

Model

1
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Form of parametrization is a strong assumption on prior

Often we need to extract unknown functionals:

• η/s, ζ/s as function T , (T , µb)

• q̂ as function of T ,E ,Q; xG (x ,Q), xg(x , k⊥), · · ·
Current approach: explicit parametrization

• Imposes strong correlations 〈δ(η/s)(T1)δ(η/s)(T2)〉; a strong and non-linear form of prior.

• Most observables are sensitive to “integrated” effect from evolution, not the detailed correlation.

• Ansatz with clear “human interpretation” may not be optimal for machine learning (emulator).

ζ/s(T ) =
(ζ/s)max

1 + (T/Tp − 1)2/σ2
, ∆q̂ =

AT 3

(1 + (E/aT )p)(1 + (T/bTc)q)

(ζ/s)max

Tp

σ

ζ/s at each T
Very non-linear

Observables
Fairly smooth

Interested quantity
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Random functions: a reasonable physical prior for unknown functionals

• Assume there is no abrupt change in f .

• Use proper redefinition of input/output to regulate the domain of f ′.

• f (x) = 1/xλ = e−λu, f ′ = ln(x).

• f (x) = ax3(1 + b ln(x))→ f ′(x) = g(x)/x3.

• Use random functions (Gaussian process) to sample the unknown funcional space of f ′

• One can control the range of variation with σ0 and control the flexibility with L
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Form of parametrization is a strong assumption on prior

〈δy(T )δy(T ′)〉 = σ2
0 exp{− (lnT − lnT ′)2

2L2
}

Advantages:

• We don’t really exclude any reasonable

function. Any function is possible, though

come with different probability.

• Data that determine the function in one

region ∼ T does not affect the prior in

other regions ∼ T ′, (| ln(T/T ′)| � 1).

For certain problems, one may also borrow ideas from field theory to analyze the posterior

(information field theory IFT

https://wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/~ensslin/research/research_IFT.html)
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